Empower
Your People
with Modern BI

Ignite a data culture
Microsoft sets a new standard for modern business intelligence by offering
comprehensive BI capabilities that meet the needs and skillsets of everyone across
your organization: from business end users who need easy-to-understand data
visualizations to make smart decisions, to business analysts looking for robust
tools to customize their reports, to IT personnel in charge of ensuring the
organization’s BI tools and data are secure, connected, and cohesive.
Microsoft BI solutions work together to inspire, ignite, and instill a data culture.

For the ninth consecutive year, Microsoft
is positioned as a Leader in the Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence
and Analytics Platforms.

Microsoft is placed
furthest to the right for
Completeness of Vision
within the Leaders Quadrant.

*The graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the
entire document. The Gartner document is available upon request. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service
depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings.
Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as
statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Gartner “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms,” by
Josh Parenteau, Rita L. Sallam, Cindi Howson Joao Tapadinhas, Kurt Schlegel, Thomas W. Oestreich February 2016

Faster Insights

for Business End Users
Line of business decision makers are the end users that turn insight into action.
By providing a BI solution that connects them to a broad range of live data
through easy-to-use dashboards, interactive reports, and compelling
visualizations, they can make the right decisions at the right time.

Faster Insights
GET STARTED QUICKLY
WITH WHAT YOU HAVE

ASK QUESTIONS USING A
NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

Microsoft Power BI provides complete, “out of the box”
content packs to connect with SaaS applications. For
example, a Power BI user can connect to their Google
Analytics to get a curated collection of dashboards and
reports that are always up-to-date.

Based on groundbreaking natural language technology
developed by Microsoft Research, Power BI permits users to
simply ask questions of their data. As the question is typed,
visualizations appear that are successively refined. No need
to learn complex query languages – just ask questions.

SEE LIVE 360º VIEWS OF YOUR
BUSINESS FROM ANYWHERE

BUILD ON YOUR TEAMS’ EXISTING
SKILLS USING FAMILIAR TOOLS

Live, interactive Power BI dashboards and reports show
visualizations and analytics that compare on-premises
historical data with real-time cloud-born data to create a
consolidated and holistic view of the business. Native
Windows, iPhone, iPad and Android apps help keep mobile
users connected from anywhere.

Power BI seamlessly connects to Excel and Office 365 offering
business end users a common productivity experience that
ensures if they know one tool, they’ll know the other.

“The ability to ask any
question you like and
then see data
immediately returned
leads to more-informed
conversations. Power BI
Q&A will change the way
the whole organization
thinks and interacts.”
Christopher Reynolds
VP of Data and Marketing Analytics
Condé Nast

Powerful Self-Service
for Business Analysts

Business analysts fuse the science and the art of data analysis to build custom
reports and drill down on important business drivers. By providing them with
powerful analytical tools to go from data to insight, they can combine data
from multiple sources and perform richer analysis to bring their data to life.

Powerful
Self-Service
CONNECT TO ALL THE
DATA AROUND YOU
Both Excel and Power BI Desktop provide a consistent
data preparation experience: analysts can connect to a
wide range of data sources; cleanse, transform and model
interrelationships between the data; explore the resulting
mashed up datasets; and create beautiful, interactive
reports or powerful spreadsheets. With a single click,
these reports and spreadsheets can be published to the
Power BI service where end users can access them.

ANALYZE AND EXPLORE
DATA WITH POWERFUL
SELF-SERVICE TOOLS
Excel and Power BI Desktop provide unique experiences
for business analysts to work with data. Excel enables adhoc analysis that blends structured and unstructured data
in familiar spreadsheets; while Power BI Desktop allows
for drag-and-drop data exploration and interactive
reporting on a free-form canvas.

VISUALIZE DATA YOUR WAY
Microsoft open sourced the Microsoft Power BI
visualization framework – paving the way for analysts to
incorporate completely custom visualizations in Power BI
and Power BI Desktop.

“We knew if we could
create a level of
transparency using the
Microsoft Power BI
dashboards, we could
completely transform
the way we were making
decisions. And we have.”
Dave Rumsey
Chief Information Officer
Tourism Australia

Comprehensive
& Enterprise-Ready
BI Platform for IT
IT oversees, facilitates, and orchestrates all BI solutions to make sure they integrate with
existing systems and maximize resources. By choosing a comprehensive, enterprise-ready
BI platform, IT can control and monitor access to data and assets, help ensure security
and compliance, and partner with the business to help drive strategic projects.

HELP ENSURE SECURITY
AND COMPLIANCE

CREATE A "SINGLE VERSION
OF THE TRUTH" FOR DATA

With IT-managed, centralized permissions for datasets, data
models and reports, IT can make data and information

Combining so many data sets and sources can lead to
errors. By using the Microsoft data platform, IT can
ensure that a single version of data truth is preserved
and maintained for re-use.

available to the right people.

SCALE TO MEET
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
IT can extend a highly available business intelligence solution
to thousands of business users with confidence as data
storage, analysis, and reporting needs grow over time.

TRANSFORM COMPLEX DATA
Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services enables IT to
transform complex data into trusted powerful data models
that can be easily understood.

BUILD REPORTS PEOPLE
LIKE TO USE
IT can design precisely formatted and paginated reports that
users can access on a web portal, on a SharePoint site or
from a Power BI dashboard. In SQL Server 2016, mobile
reports can be easily created using a drag-and-drop
experience and accessed in the Reporting Services web
portal or in Power BI apps.

Comprehensive
& EnterpriseReady BI Platform

“Every day we make lifeand-death decisions, so
we can’t go on gut
feelings or opinions. The
data is the most important
thing we have. Using
Microsoft BI and analytics
tools helps us make better
decisions and save more
children’s lives.”
Stephanie Bruno
Data Architecture Manager – Informatics
Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation

Ignite a
data culture
With a modern BI solution from Microsoft you can instill a data culture by
empowering people across your organization to uncover actionable
insights and quickly find answers needed to drive business results.
Get started today at www.microsoft.com/powerbi and check out our blog.
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